He Knows and He Cares!
The LORD by wisdom founded the earth; by understanding He
established the heavens; by His knowledge the depths were broken up,
and clouds drop down the dew. Proverbs 3:19,20
Consider the miracles of:
• Sight: 120 million rods & 6 million cones (photoreceptors) react
to light & 1 million ganglion cell nerves take the message to the
visual cortex of the brain …
• Hearing: the eardrum can respond to pressure changes as low
as two ten-thousandths of a millionth of an inch – about onetenth the width of a hydrogen molecule …
The Lord by WISDOM created everything; it wasn’t random processes,
as evolutionists would have us believe. Psalm 111:2 says, The works of
the LORD are great, studied by all who have pleasure in them.
Those who have studied God’s creation have confirmed His infinite
wisdom. Witness:
• The perfect setting of earth to sustain life …
• Numbers … shapes … patterns in nature. Especially ‘Fibonacci
numbers’ …
• DNA …
• ‘Simple’ cells which are not so simple – with: springs … rotary
joints … levers … switches … pulleys … motors … gates …
pumps … rotary outboard motors … monorails … all on the
molecular level …
• Biomimicry: Kingfisher beak/Japanese bullet train … bird
wing/airplane wing … mandible of wood-boring beetle/chainsaw
blade … lotus plant/paint … Osage tree thorns/barbed wire …
cockleburs/Velcro …
• Gifted ‘savants’ …
By His knowledge the depths were broken up, and clouds drop down the
dew. Vs. 20
• ‘the depths were broken up’ refers to the flood of Noah. It was a
huge, cataclysmic, catastrophic event. Nothing could compare
with it. And God knew all about it.
• ‘clouds drop down the dew’ – the formation of dew is silent. And
God knows about that, too
• Takeaway: God knows all about the crises and catastrophes of
your life. He knows and He cares! And He knows all about the
mundane aspects of your life. He knows and He cares!

